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Benefit-Harm Analysis for Informed Decision Making on Participating in
Colorectal Cancer Screening: A Modeling Study

Henock G. Yebyo, PhD,* Francine van Wifferen, MSc,* Linda P.M. Pluymen, PhD, Mariska M.G. Leeflang, PhD,

Evelien Dekker, PhD, Veerle M.H. Coupé, PhD, Milo A. Puhan, PhD, Marjolein J.E. Greuter, PhD, Inge Stegeman, PhD

A B S T R A C T

Objectives: To facilitate informed decision making on participating in colorectal cancer (CRC) screening, we assessed the
benefit-harm balance of CRC screening for a wide range of subgroups over different time horizons.

Methods: The study combined incidence proportions of benefits and harms of (not) participating in CRC screening estimated
by the Adenoma and Serrated pathway to CAncer microsimulation model, a preference eliciting survey, and benefit-harm
balance modeling combining all outcomes to determine the net health benefit of CRC screening over 10, 20, and 30 years.
Probability of net health benefit was estimated for 210 different subgroups based on age, sex, previous participation in
CRC screening, and lifestyle.

Results: CRC screening was net beneficial in 183 of 210 subgroups over 30 years (median probability [MP] of 0.79, interquartile
range [IQR] of 0.69-0.85) across subgroups. Net health benefit was greater for men (MP 0.82; IQR 0.69-0.89) than women (MP
0.76; IQR 0.67-0.83) and for those without history of participation in previous screenings (MP 0.84; IQR 0.80-0.89) compared
with those with (MP 0.69; IQR 0.59-0.75). Net health benefit decreased with increasing age, from MP of 0.84 (IQR 0.80-0.86)
at age 55 to 0.61 (IQR 0.56-0.71) at age 75. Shorter time horizons led to lower benefit, with MP of 0.70 (IQR 0.62-0.80) over 20
years and 0.54 (IQR 0.48-0.67) over 10 years.

Conclusions: Our benefit-harm analysis provides information about net health benefit of screening participation, based on
important characteristics and preferences of individuals, which could assist screening invitees in making informed
decisions on screening participation.
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Introduction

Many decisions in healthcare require balancing of benefits

against harms. However, most decision approaches and clinical

guidelines tend to oversimplify, often emphasizing the benefits of

interventions.1 Screening for early detection of colorectal cancer

(CRC) poses a particular challenge for decision making, necessi-

tating an assessment of the balance between benefits and harms

for the target individuals because not everyone would benefit

from the screening.2

In The Netherlands, a CRC screening program has been

implemented since 2014, where adults aged 55 to 75 years are

invited biennially for fecal immunochemical testing (FIT).3 In-

dividuals with a positive FIT are referred for a diagnostic colo-

noscopy, where, depending on colonoscopy findings, they would

be referred for treatment, colonoscopy surveillance, or invited for

another screening round 10 years later. The screening program is

perceived, on average, as beneficial for population health because

the detection of polyps and early-stage CRC reduces incidence or

progression to advanced CRC and CRC mortality.4,5 However, not

every individual will benefit from screening.2 The benefit-harm

balance for a specific individual depends on CRC risk factors

such as age, sex and lifestyle and the risk of potential harms of the

screening procedure, such as bleeding or perforation caused by

the colonoscopy in FIT-positive individuals. The importance of

screening outcomes and risk trade-offs also differs between in-

dividuals. A risk-averse or risk-accepting attitude of individuals

toward specific outcomes may influence the decision whether to

participate in screening. This should thus be accounted for in or-

der to tailor decisions and meet the outcome needs of

individuals.6,7

To enable informed decision making, individuals invited for

screening should receive personalized, clear, and accurate infor-

mation regarding the potential positive and negative outcomes of
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the screening. However, this process could be tremendously time

consuming and challenging unless supported by systematic

decision-making approaches. This is especially the case in national

screening programs because, for example, in The Netherlands,

over 2 million adults are invited for CRC screening annually.8 More

importantly, simultaneous processing of such information, pref-

erence elicitation, and weighing of negative and positive outcomes

can be cognitively challenging, not only for screening invitees but

also for clinicians. Quantitative benefit-harm balance modeling

can be a useful method in this regard to facilitate tailored de-

cisions for individuals, by simplifying the information load

through a single summary measure of overall (net) health

benefit.9 This approach can be extended to develop an integrated

decision aid within the screening procedure, simplifying infor-

mation processing for assisting healthcare providers and

screening participants in decision making.1,10

In this study, we assessed the benefit-harm balance of

participating in CRC screening for finely stratified subgroups ac-

cording to age, sex, levels of healthy lifestyle, and screening his-

tory over different time horizons.

Methods

Decision Context: Population and Outcomes

The benefit-harm balance modeling focused on individuals

eligible for CRC screening in The Netherlands. We assessed the

benefit-harm balance of participation in FIT-based CRC screening

compared with non-participation over different time horizons.

The benefits and harms of CRC screening were selected during a

consensus meeting with 11 experts in research and implementa-

tion in the field of CRC screening, with additional sources from

prior evidence. A description of this process can be found else-

where.10 We considered the screening benefits as reduced CRC

detection and risk of death from CRC. Harms considered as related

to the screening were risk of false-negative and false-positive test

results, as well as complications from colonoscopy (Table 1). For

participants, a false-negative test result indicates a risk of having

undetected CRC; i.e., the FIT is negative while the participant has

CRC. Additionally, if a patient is referred for a colonoscopy after a

positive FIT result and the colonoscopy fails to detect CRC, this was

also considered as undetected CRC. Non-participants, in contrast,

do not experience the benefits or harms of screening but do have a

risk of undetected CRC, which is expected to be significantly

higher compared with participants.

Subgroups
The benefit-harm balance was assessed for different subgroups

by sex, age (55 to 75 years with 2-years interval), history of CRC

screening, and lifestyle, with a total of 210 subgroups (note, in-

dividuals aged 55 cannot have a history of CRC screening because

they have not been invited before).11-14 Because some lifestyle risk

factors are known to cluster within individuals,15 we defined a

healthy lifestyle based on 5 healthy lifestyle factors (HLFs),

including healthy weight, high physical activity, non-smoking,

limited alcohol consumption, and a healthy diet, according to a

large European cohort study.14 The healthy lifestyle indicator

consisted of 5 levels (0-1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), where higher scores

indicated a healthier lifestyle. Although a family history of CRC

and inflammatory bowel disease are strong risk factors for CRC,

we did not consider them, as individuals with such risk are rec-

ommended to undergo regular surveillance, rather than partici-

pating in population-based screening.

Data

Our study integrated risk estimates of screening participants

and non-participants over 10-, 20-, and 30-year of time horizons

using microsimulation, the relative importance of CRC screening

outcomes using a preference eliciting survey from the target

population, and benefit-harm balance modeling.

Estimating absolute risks of benefits and harms:
Microsimulation

We estimated the incidence proportion (IP) of benefits and

harms using the Adenoma and Serrated pathway to Colorectal

CAncer (ASCCA) model. The ASCCA model has been described

extensively elsewhere.16 In short, this microsimulation model

simulates the natural history of CRC and the life trajectory of

Dutch individuals from age 20 to age 90 or death, whichever

comes first. It also includes a flexible screening component to

simulate CRC screening. The model satisfactorily reproduces

Dutch sex- and age-specific colorectal lesion prevalence rates,17 as

well as sex- and age-specific CRC incidence and mortality rates.18

It is externally validated against several long-term CRC screening

trials.19 Appendix A in Supplemental Materials found at https://

doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.12.006 describes the ASCCA model in

detail.

We set up the ASCCA model to simulate biennial FIT screening

between age 55 to 75 according to the Dutch screening program.

Analyses were performed separately for each subgroup mentioned

above. Because lifestyle was not included in the ASCCA model, we

Table 1. Definition of the benefit and harm outcomes of CRC screening.

Outcome Definition

Reduced risk of being diagnosed with CRC The difference in incidence proportion of a CRC diagnosis between
participants and nonparticipants within 30, 20, or 10 years*

Reduced risk of death from CRC The difference in incidence proportion to die from CRC between
participants and nonparticipants within 30, 20, or 10 years

Risk of complications at colonoscopy The incidence proportion over 30, 20, or 10 years of fatal and nonfatal
complication during or after colonoscopy

Risk of undetected CRC† The incidence proportion of having CRC that was not detected by
screening within 30, 20, or 10 years.

Risk of a false-positive stool test result The incidence proportion over 30, 20, or 10 years of a positive stool
test without having CRC or a precursor lesion

CRC indicates colorectal cancer; FIT, fecal immunochemical testing.
*The risk of developing CRC was defined as the probability of a CRC diagnosis because individuals only know they have developed CRC because of the CRC diagnosis.
†For participants, this risk is the equivalent to the combined risk of a false-negative FIT result or a false-negative colonoscopy following a positive FIT result.
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extended the model using the hazard ratios reported by Alek-

sandrova et al to obtain adenoma and serrated lesion specific

incidence rates for each of the five HLF subgroups.14 See a detailed

description in Appendix B in Supplemental Materials found at

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.12.006.

For those with a history of participation, we assumed that they

have participated in all previous rounds because the probability of

participating again in a next round is high in The Netherlands

(93%).20 In addition, we assumed in the simulation that partici-

pants in a given screening round also participate in all subsequent

rounds. For every screening round, we simulated 2 cohorts of 25

000 000 individuals for each of the 210 subgroups—ie, 1 for par-

ticipants and 1 for non-participants.

We then calculated the difference in incidence proportion

(IPD) of benefits and harms for participants versus non-

participants of screening. Results were calculated over a 30-year

time horizon, because the duration of an adenoma to develop

into cancer may take more than 20 years. In the ASCCA model, the

average adenoma dwell time is 24 years.16,21 However, expecting a

net health benefit after 30 years may be unattainable for some

individuals because of a limited life expectancy. Therefore, we

repeated the analysis for shorter time horizons of 10 and 20 years.

As the ASCCA model simulates life trajectories until the age of 90,

the 30-year time horizon was applied to those aged between 55

and 60 and gradually decreased to a time horizon of 15 years

between age 60 and 75. The 20-year time horizon was applied to

those aged between 55 and 70, after which it gradually decreased

to 15 years.

Because the ASCCA model is a deterministic model, we addi-

tionally estimated the uncertainty (ie, variance) around the IPs for

all benefit and harm outcomes using IPx(1-IP)/N. The sample size

(N) was obtained from the original study used to inform the

ASCCA model for the specific outcomes. For the IPs of CRC diag-

nosis and CRC-related death, the sample size of Aleksandrova et al

was used.14 For fatal and non-fatal complications, we considered

Kooyker et al and the Dutch monitor, respectively.3,22 For false-

negative and false-positive test results, we used the sample size

of a Dutch CRC screening trial.23

No discounting was applied because this study intends to

provide personalized information about the benefits and harms of

CRC screening by calculating and weighing the real health effects

of screening.

Eliciting outcome preferences
A measure of the relative importance (or seriousness) of out-

comes is necessary to assess the balance between different ben-

efits and harms on a common scale. For this purpose, the

preferences of the CRC-related outcomes were elicited in an online

survey in adults (N = 265) recruited from the Dutch Health Care

Consumer Panel of The Netherlands Institute for Health Services

Research. Details of this study are reported in a previous publi-

cation.10 In short, the preferences were elicited using a Best-Worst

Scaling (BWS) survey. In the survey, individuals were asked to

simultaneously select their most and least important outcomes

from different sets of outcome combinations generated using a

balanced incomplete block experimental design. Preference re-

sponses were aggregated within individual and across individuals

to estimate the relative importance of the outcomes. Accordingly,

CRC death was the most important outcome that individuals

would like to avoid (odds ratio [OR] 4.5; 95% confidence interval

[CI] 3.9-5.1), followed by CRC detection (OR 4.1; 95% CI 3.6-4.7),

false-negative FIT result (OR 3.1; 95% CI 2.7-3.5), colonoscopy

complications (OR 1.6; 95% CI 1.4-1.8), and a false-positive FIT

result (OR 1.4; 95% CI 1.3-1.6).

Benefit-Harm Analysis

For the benefit-harm analysis, we used an approach originally

developed by Gail et al that has been further developed and used

to assess the benefit-harm balance in various healthcare

decisions.6,9,24

The IPD of benefit and harm outcomes obtained with the

ASCCA model were weighted by the respective preference weights

of the outcomes. The preference-adjusted risks of benefit and

harm outcomes were all summed to yield the benefit-harm index

or net health benefit. The index shows whether the benefits

outweigh the harms (positive index), vice versa (negative index),

or an equipoise (index of 0). The analysis was done stochastically

with 100 000 resampling accounting for the statistical uncertainty

of the IPD of benefit and harms, as well as preferences providing a

distribution of the net health benefit. Because the net health

benefit was a product of several parameters, its interpretation can

be complex. To simplify interpretation, we transformed the

benefit-harm index to CRC-equivalent events per 1000 people, by

dividing it solely by the preference for reduced CRC detection,

where positive estimates signify the net events prevented and

negative estimates signify net events induced by the screening.

The CRC-equivalent event was used as an indicator of the absolute

net health benefit and can be interpreted as CRC events prevented

by screening without experiencing any important harm outcomes.

The analyses included a bootstrapping method with 1000 repli-

cate samples to estimate uncertainty about the net health benefit.

We report 95% uncertainty intervals based on the 2.5th and 97.5th

centiles in the distributions about the average CRC-equivalent

events.

From the distribution of net health benefit indices, we calcu-

lated the probability that individuals would achieve a net health

benefit over 30-, 20-, and 10-year time horizons after participating

in screening. CRC screening was considered to be net beneficial

when the probability of net health benefit reached at least 0.60.

We chose 0.60, instead of 0.50, to ensure a certain benefit because

the net benefit at a probability of 0.5 would be 0. It is also sensible

to be slightly risk averse when participating in an intervention. We

also provide the probabilities of net health benefit for each sub-

group. Readers can use the 0.50 probability threshold to deter-

mine the net benefit where applicable.

The microsimulation was mainly performed in C1111 and

benefit-harm balance in R version 4.0.2.

Sensitivity Analysis

The main analysis assumed that individuals who participate in

the screening round of interest will also participate in all future

rounds. We performed a sensitivity analysis assuming that in-

dividuals participate in 1 round only and not in subsequent

rounds. Furthermore, we examined the sensitivity of the net

health benefit to individual preferences, as opposed to aggregated

preference values. That is, within each subgroup, we considered

the preferences of individual people and examined how the net

health benefit varied among them due to the influence of having

different preferences. For this purpose, we obtained individual

preferences estimated from the companion BWS survey data.10

Role of the Funding Source

The funders of the study had no role in the study design, data

collection, data interpretation, writing of the report, or in the

decision to submit for publication.

All data used in this study were available and aggregated; as

such, no ethical approval was needed.
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Results

Risks of Benefits and Harms of CRC Screening

The IPDs of benefits and harms of CRC screening for the different

subgroups based on sex, age, lifestyle, and screeninghistory over 30-,

20-, and10-year timehorizonsarepresented inAppendixFiguresC1-

C6 in SupplementalMaterials foundathttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2

023.12.006. The IPDs of CRC diagnosis, CRC-related death and unde-

tected CRC within 30 and 20 years were lower for those who previ-

ously participated in screening compared with those who did not,

whereas the IPDs calculated over 10 years were roughly comparable

between previous participants and previous non-participants

(Appendix Figures C1-C3 in Supplemental Materials found at

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.12.006). The IPDs of these out-

comes increasedwith increasing age,meaning that screeningbenefit

decreased with increasing age. The IPDs of a false-positive FIT result

and of non-fatal and fatal colonoscopy complications over 30, 20, or

10 years decreased with increasing age (Appendix Figure C4-C6 in

Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2

023.12.006). This is because the number of subsequent rounds de-

creases with increasing age, and we assumed that those who

participate in the current round will also participate in all future

rounds. Overall, IPDs were not substantially affected by lifestyle,

except for those individuals with the unhealthiest lifestyle, andwere

lower when calculated over a shorter time horizon. Results are

explained in detail inAppendix C in SupplementalMaterials found at

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.12.006.

Benefit-Harm Balance

Figure 1 presents the summary results by subgroup (see

Appendix D1 in Supplemental Materials found at https://doi.

org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.12.006 for detailed results). The proba-

bility of net health benefit of CRC screening after 30 years ranged

from 0.52 to 0.94 across various subgroups based on subgroups

according to age, sex, lifestyle, and screening history (Figure 1,

A1-A4). The MP between the groups was 0.79 (interquartile

range [IQR] 0.69-0.85). 87% (183/210) of subgroups were more

likely to achieve net health benefit from CRC screening because

the probability of net health benefit exceeded the 0.60 bench-

mark. The subgroups that benefited from screening had between

10 (95% CI 8 to 13) and 83 (95% CI 79 to 86) CRC-equivalent

events prevented per 1000 individuals over 30 years, with a

median of 38 (IQR 26.5 to 52). See Appendix E in Supplemental

Materials found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2023.12.006 for

details on CRC-equivalent events avoided by screening for the

various subgroups. The remaining subgroups had an unfavorable

benefit-harm balance. Those subgroups were characterized by

having previously participated in screening, being older than 70

years (82%) and having an unhealthy lifestyle (0-1 HLF). The net

health benefit diminished with increasing age, with MP of 0.84

(IQR 0.80-0.86) at 55 years and 0.61 (IQR 0.56-0.71) at 75 years.

The probability of net health benefit was higher at all ages for

men (MP 0.82, IQR 0.69-0.89) than for women (MP 0.76, IQR

0.67-0.83). When considering screening history, individuals who

did not participate in previous screening rounds had higher net

Figure 1. Net health benefit of CRC screening versus no screening by subgroups over different time horizons. Plots (A1-A4) show the
overall net health benefits and according to different characteristics over 30-year time horizons. (B1-B4) over 20-year horizons, and (C1-
C4) over 10-year horizons. Lifestyle-related health factors had 5 scales, from 0 to 5 (higher value indicates healthier lifestyle), derived
from different characteristics, including weight, physical activity, smoking, alcohol consumption, and diet. Screening starts at age 55,
thereby the blue line in plots (A4), (B4), and (C4) start at age 57. The lines with the shaded bands are the median probability of net health
benefit together with the interquartile range. The dots in panel (A1), (B1), and (C1) are the probability of net health benefit for each of the
individual subgroups.
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health benefit (MP 0.84, IQR 0.80-0.89) than those who previ-

ously participated (MP 0.69, IQR 0.59 to 0.75).

The results by time horizons showed that net health benefit

was lower for 20- and 10-year time horizons, compared with

assuming a 30-year time horizon (results described above), with

MPs of 0.70 (IQR 0.62-0.80) and 0.54 (IQR 0.48-0.67), respectively

(Figure 1, B1-B4 and C1-C4). This corresponded to 81% (171/210)

and 34% (71/210) of subgroups deriving a net health benefit from

screening over 20- and 10-year time horizons, compared with 87%

of subgroups over a 30-year time horizon. The patterns of net

health benefits across subgroups remained similar between the

different time horizons.

Sensitivity Analysis

The net health benefit of participating in just 1 round was

significantly lower when compared with participating in all sub-

sequent rounds (Figure 2). Only 42% of subgroups would be likely

Figure 2. Net health benefit of participating in CRC in the current round only compared with participating in all subsequent rounds
according to 30-, 20-, and 10-year time horizons.

CRC indicates colorectal cancer.

Figure 3. Preference-sensitivity of net health benefit for selected subgroups. Thirty-year benefit of CRC screening for individual
participants of CRC screening. (A) Women of different ages with an average healthy lifestyle (3 of 5 health lifestyle indicator), with
participation in prior screening rounds. (B) Women of different ages with an average healthy lifestyle, with no participation in prior
screening rounds.
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to benefit from participating only in the current screening round.

The MP of net health benefit between subgroups was 0.59 (IQR

0.56 to 0.69) for 30-year, 0.58 (IQR 0.56 0.68) for 20-year, 0.55 (IQR

0.53 to 0.65) for 10-year of time horizons, with no important

differences between them. In this analysis, the net health benefit

somewhat increased with age unlike the main analysis, particu-

larly over the 10-year time horizon.

The sensitivity analysis in which we assumed varying prefer-

ences between individuals showed that the net health benefit was

preference sensitive to some extent. Even within subgroups hav-

ing homogenous characteristics, the net health benefit exhibited

disparities between individuals, depending on their degree of risk-

aversion or willingness to access risks. For example, when

considering aggregated preference weights in the main analysis, a

55-year subgroup was more likely to benefit from screening.

However, looking closely at the individual preferences within this

subgroup, 25% of screening participants would be less likely to

achieve a net health benefit over 30 years’ time because of dif-

ferences in preferences compared with non-participants

(Figure 3). This percentage was even higher in certain sub-

groups, for example, in individuals with 0-1 HLFs.

Discussion

Our benefit-harm balance modeling shows that for most adults

grouped by age, sex, healthy lifestyle, and screening history, FIT-

based CRC screening is net beneficial (87% of subgroups benefit)

over a 30-year time horizon. This percentage decreased to 81% and

34% when considering 20-year and 10-year time horizons,

respectively. Our results further show that, for some individuals

with different risk-accepting and risk-averse behaviors, the net

health benefit would vary within subgroups, due to differences in

perceived importance of benefit and harm outcomes.

Our analysis demonstrated that the net health benefit was more

pronounced over long-term periods, which is expected because the

benefits of FIT screening typically manifest later in life, whereas

the harms tend to occur during or shortly after the screening. In the

ASCCA model, the average time for an adenoma to progress to

cancer is 24 years, making it difficult to detect adenomas with

screening in a short time frame. Early assessment of the benefit-

harm balance would result in an unfavorable benefit evaluation

because the potential harms would tip the balance because of their

early occurrence. Because the disease process cannot be directly

observed, the exact duration of the adenoma dwell time is un-

known. However, a validation study including 3 other micro-

simulation models found that only models with adenoma dwell

times around 25 years could accurately predict the relative effects

of screening on CRC incidence.21 This roughly coincides with the 30-

year time horizon over which our benefit-harm analysis demon-

strated a net health benefit for most of the subgroups.

We observed a lower net health benefit for those with a history

of participating in previous CRC screening rounds than those

without. This is intuitive and in line with prior evidence that

detection rates and positive predictive values are higher in the

first screening round than in subsequent rounds.25,26 This can be

explained by the fact that most CRCs are detected in a single

round, where the sensitivity of FIT ranges from 71% to 91%,27

leading to a lower CRC detection rate in the next round. This

decreased net health benefit in case of previous participation

caused some subgroups to have little expected benefit from

additional screening, namely, those who are both over 70 years

and have an unhealthy lifestyle. Adults with an unhealthy lifestyle

have a high risk of developing CRC. It is likely that CRC or

precursor lesions would have been detected in previous screening

rounds, providing less incremental benefit of subsequent rounds

at later ages. In addition, unhealthy individuals have a high

competing risk of non-CRC death and thus shorter remaining life

expectancy that may hinder the realization of a net benefit of

additional screening. This is consistent with a study by Cenin

et al,28 which also showed that the benefit-harm index for un-

healthy adults, defined as having comorbidities, was favorable up

to 66 years, and not beyond. In general, we observed a reduction

in net health benefit for shorter life expectancies because the net

health benefit decreased with increasing age. This can be antici-

pated because detected adenomas would have had a low chance

to progress to cancer in the remaining lifetime. However, the most

important factor in determining net health benefit was history of

participation because all subgroups, regardless of age or lifestyle,

experienced net health benefit when they had not yet participated

in CRC screening before.29

Our findings showed that net health benefit was preference

sensitive for some individuals within a subgroup. Depending on

willingness to accept risks, individuals could decide to participate

in screening differently because of different experiences and at-

titudes toward the benefit and harm outcomes. This underscores

the significance of incorporating individual preferences and

highlights that the results of this study are not intended to shape

policy decisions regarding the implementation of screening.

Instead, they are intended to assist individuals in making

informed choices regarding their participation in screening. The

former is not influenced by personal preferences, but the latter

certainly is. Although further research is needed, the benefit-harm

assessment approach can be integrated into decision support

systems to facilitate informed decision making about screening

participation at an individual level.

The strength of our study lies in the integrated approach using

extensive risk estimation of the benefits and harms of screening

using microsimulation modeling for a broad range of risk profiles,

incorporation of preferences, and benefit-harm balance modeling

for highly stratified subgroups. However, this analysis was not

without limitations. First, it should be noted that our benefit-harm

balance modeling was informed by outcome risks from the ASCCA

model and preference weights from the BWS survey in The

Netherlands. This may make the results in some sense specific to

the Dutch population context. Generalization of the results to

other countries should therefore be made with caution, which

may need updates with setting-specific data. Second, the ASCCA

model could not yield uncertainty estimates because this would

be a computationally expensive and complex procedure with a

microsimulation model consisting of more than 50 parameters.

However, we did calculate uncertainty of IPs based on the original

sample size from the studies informing the ASCCA model. Finally,

we estimated risk profiles based on a restricted number of risk

factors. The benefit-harm balance could possibly differ when more

risk factors, such as race and comorbidity, are considered. We

implicitly accounted for comorbidity by including an increase in

risk of non-CRC death due to an unhealthy lifestyle or increasing

age, but we did not account for younger individuals who suffer

from comorbidity because of other causes than an unhealthy

lifestyle.

In summary, our benefit-harm analysis shows that, in general,

CRC screening is beneficial for most subgroups considering a time

horizon of 30 years. The most important factor in determining net

health benefit was previous participation. With a shorter time

horizon, the benefit from screening decreases. This study provides

personalized information about the net health benefit of screening

based on the characteristics and preferences of individuals, which
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could help individuals invited for screening to make informed

decisions about screening participation.
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